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ABSTRACT

A few of the main arguments for a World Court of Human Rights are the geographic void in international human rights protection, the need to strengthen the law on the responsibility of Transnational Corporations to respect human rights, and the weak enforceability of international human rights. Recent global issues such as the financial crises and the Arab Spring have caused international human rights protection to come under increasingly intense scrutiny.

In addition to the various existing international human rights instruments, Julia Kozma, Manfred Nowak, and Martin Scheinin have drafted a Consolidated Statute to establish a World Court of Human Rights with an indicative preamble and seven provisional chapters. Analysis of the effectiveness and usefulness of the World Court constitutes the core focus of this research project in light of individual communications within the UN human rights treaty system. In particular, this discussion will assess the World Court's potential impact as a replacement for the current UN treaty based communications procedures.
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Discussing the Draft Statute of the World Court of Human Rights (2010) as a Replacement for the UN Treaty Bodies' Individual Communications Procedures

Alan Omogbai

1. Introduction

This paper concerns the implementation of international human rights. It will analyse the proposed World Court's procedure as a replacement for the UN treaty bodies' communication procedures. The central question is as follows: To what extent does the Consolidated Draft Statute of the World Court of Human Rights (2010) present itself as a suitable replacement for the current individual communications procedures under the UN treaty bodies? This discussion is timely because various treaty system reforms have been proposed recently but none have given sufficient attention to the specific change required in the communications procedures. Since the Draft Statute's consolidation, literature in this area has been scarce. Trechsel argued against the establishment of a World Court; following the Arab Spring and financial crises, this is an appropriate time to reassess his view.

Methodology

Background reading on the international human rights and international law principles was

---

* 220919914079; Many thanks to Dr Rachael Lorna Johnstone for her supervision. The errors are entirely the author's own.
2 See annex 1
3 Pillay, N., 'Strengthening the United Nations Human Rights Treaty Body System' (June 2012) UNHCHR Report, p.4, para.4
5 Stefan Trechsel, ICTY judge
followed by studies into the various international human rights systems. Subsequent research into UN human rights highlighted the role of the treaty system’s communications procedures. The Human Rights Council, the Security Council, and other international\(^8\) and regional systems\(^9\) outside the UN treaty system will not be covered.

**Hypothesis: In summary**

Regarding the World Court as a replacement for the UN treaty system’s individual communications procedures, the key arguments are as follows: The Committees have improved domestic implementation of human rights but are inherently restricted by their political and compartmentalised nature.\(^{10}\) They were not intended to carry out judicial functions but rather given a mere supervisory role so that States parties appear willing to satisfy international human rights objectives and often final views conflict or overlap with each other.\(^{11}\) Treaty body views inevitably lack the legal weight to enforce States’ human rights obligations.\(^{12}\) The World Court procedure would consolidate all the Committee communication procedures into one and provide added legal weight through Court judgements.\(^{13}\) However, it does not tackle completely the domestic implementation gap and political nature of the current system. Therefore, the WCHR is desirable but it is an impractical and unnecessary substitute.\(^{14}\)

### 2. UN Treaty Bodies’ Individual Communications Procedures

There are nine main UN human rights treaties.\(^{15}\) Each of them has their own monitoring body.\(^{16}\) Eight of the ten Committees can hear individual communications.\(^{17}\) Any individual can bring complaints to these Committees for a violation of their right provided in the respective UN human rights treaty.\(^{18}\) With exceptions, communications can be on behalf of another, with his or her consent;\(^{19}\) they must concern States parties who recognise the relevant Committee’s competence to hear individual communications.\(^{20}\)

In all cases, States parties can prohibit individual petitions for human rights violations and,

---

\(^8\) International Criminal Court and Tribunals
\(^9\) Human Rights instruments: European and American Conventions, and the African Charter and their mechanisms
\(^14\) See n.6
\(^15\) See annex 1
\(^16\) Ibid.
\(^17\) See annex 2
\(^18\) Example: OP-ICCPR 1966, Article 2
\(^19\) Complaints Procedures <http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/petitions/#communications> accessed 1 April 2013, section entitled 'Individual Communications'
\(^20\) Example: OP-ICCPR 1966, Article 1
thus, continually restrict domestic implementation of certain rights according to the extent of their political will.\textsuperscript{21} This has been a contributing factor to reform proposals which have intensified since the 2009 Dublin Meeting.\textsuperscript{22} The proposals' potential to improve domestic implementation is limited by the subjection of international human rights law to national political will.\textsuperscript{23} Therefore, international changes are insufficient to address the failed domestic implementation which is beyond treaty body competence.\textsuperscript{24} Committees primarily function in supervisory roles monitoring States parties whom submit reports.\textsuperscript{25} Several UN human rights treaties also allow inter-State complaints but these procedures have not been used.\textsuperscript{26} Nonetheless, States receive an information overload (recommendations, concluding observations and final views) which hinders the ease of domestic implementation.\textsuperscript{27}

**Process Overview**

As a prerequisite, the communication must be considered admissible. In order to be considered admissible, the main criteria are that the communication must have exhausted all available domestic remedies, the alleged violation must concern a right related to the respective treaty, and the State party must recognise the treaty's competence to hear individual communications.\textsuperscript{28} The relevant Committee then informs the accused State and requests a written response on the admissibility and merits of the case. If necessary, the complainant may then send more information before the Committee decides on the admissibility and merits. Subsequently, the treaty body decides whether the right enshrined in the respective treaty has been violated and then determines the required State remedies. Written submissions are kept confidential but the Committee's final views are published.\textsuperscript{29}

Major developments of the treaty body individual communications procedures include: firstly, manoeuvring the inter-state nature of public international law; secondly, its impact on the role and status of Committees, vice versa and the Human Rights Committee’s success (HRCttee); finally, the entry into force of the Optional Protocol to the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (OP-ICESCR).

**Key Achievements**

The individual communications procedures have added legal weight to the treaty system by extending public international law, beyond inter-state relations, in an attempt to make States accountable for their human rights obligations.\textsuperscript{30} A complaints procedure restricted to inter-state complaints is detrimental to the human rights implementation and enforcement.\textsuperscript{31} Inter-state complaints are rare in human rights systems; they are generally politically motivated and have never been used within the UN treaty system.\textsuperscript{32} The lack of

\textsuperscript{21} See n.20; n.4, p.11, para. 4
\textsuperscript{22} Ibid.; also see n.3
\textsuperscript{23} See n.4
\textsuperscript{24} Bayefsky, A. *The UN Human Rights Treaty System: Universality at the Crossroads* (2001) Bayefsky Report conducted in collaboration with the Office of the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights; p.92, para.6
\textsuperscript{26} Ibid. p.140
\textsuperscript{27} Ibid. p.141; p.156 – 7
\textsuperscript{28} See n.20, article 3-6
\textsuperscript{29} See n.19
\textsuperscript{30} See n.12
\textsuperscript{31} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{32} See n.26
inter-state complaints implies that without the possibility of individual communications, victims would be unable to enjoy their right to an effective remedy for a violation of their UN human rights.\(^{33}\) Moreover, apart from low frequency periodic reports,\(^{34}\) specific supervision for State implementation of the human rights treaties would be debilitated.\(^{35}\) Therefore, the introductions of individual communications to treaty bodies have been necessary for stronger implementation of the UN human rights treaties.\(^{36}\)

Scheinin and Langford argue that individual communications have helped Committees, which are competent to hear individual communications, to evolve into quasi-judicial organs.\(^{37}\) Committee decisions comprise the case law on the respective treaty which ought to be binding on all States party to the treaty, regardless of whether they recognise the Court's competence to consider individual communications.\(^{38}\) However, final views lack strict binding power and their usefulness is limited to the political will of the States parties, also enforcement of final views is restricted by the void of national human rights institutions.\(^{39}\)

Recent domestic case-law has held that a quasi-judicial body has the power to exercise judgement and discretion; the power to hear and determine or to ascertain facts and decide; the power to make binding orders and judgements; the power to affect the personal or property rights of private persons; the power to examine witnesses, to compel the attendance of witnesses, and to hear the litigation of issues on a hearing; and the power to enforce decisions or impose penalties.\(^{40}\) Therefore, Committees should not be regarded as quasi-judicial bodies because they do not satisfy the criteria completely. Final views are not binding and the Committees lack the capacity to enforce their views or impose penalties.\(^{41}\) Most importantly, international law stipulates that States can only be bound by what they agree to so it is asserted that treaty bodies have not acquired quasi-judicial status.\(^{42}\) Rather the eight Committees, which have competence to consider individual communications, remain administrative bodies and it is their views which are becoming increasingly quasi-judicial as they sporadically gain persuasive authority in domestic legal proceedings.\(^{43}\)

\(^{33}\) Nowak, M. *The Need for a World Court of Human Rights* (2007) 7 Hum. Rts. L. Rev. 251, p.5, para.2

\(^{34}\) See annex 3

\(^{35}\) Johnstone, R. L., *'Cynical Savings or Reasonable Reform? Reflections on a Single Unified UN Human Rights Treaty Body*’ (OUP, 2007) HRLR 7:1, p.175, para.3: State reports constitute most of a Committee's monitoring work

\(^{36}\) Ibid. para.1


\(^{39}\) Ibid; Kozma J., Nowak M., & Scheinin M. *'A World Court of Human Rights: Consolidated statute and commentary’* (2010) NWV, Neuer Wissenschaftlicher Verlag., p.29


\(^{41}\) Evidence: OP-ICCPR 1966, Article 5 (4): may forward views but no mention of binding power or enforcement; *Kavanagh v Governor of Mountjoy Prison* [2002] IESC 11 (1 March 2002)(Supreme Court of Ireland):

“Neither the Covenant nor the Protocol at any point purports to give any binding effect to the views expressed by the Committee.”


Thanks to individual communications, the Committees have found over 600 violations in the face of unsynchronised introductions of the procedure to various treaty bodies. By early 2010, the average amount of decided violations had improved by 17% from the 2009 average. This cannot be credited solely to the Committees’ ability to find violations because the total number of complaints in 2010, submitted to the HRCttee alone, was 41% greater than that of 2009.

Although individual communications do not necessarily lead to remedies, the persuasive authority given to final views increases the influence of Committees’ human rights interpretations which contributes towards the ‘universal respect’ objective. Australian case-law remarked that final views should be regarded as the opinions of the expert body empowered to monitor the fulfilment of the rights enshrined in the respective treaty and these opinions are to be considered when constructing that treaty. Consequently, the procedure adds legal weight which supports domestic implementation of the human rights treaties. Although the consideration of individual communications is the Committees’ youngest and most ancillary role, its introduction should be considered as a significant achievement in itself.

The HRCttee has decided over 500 of the estimated 600 violations of UN human rights treaties. Its success can be attributed to its jurisprudence which has helped to clarify what constitutes sufficient proof for reported violations. Developing a body of jurisprudence is impossible without the competence to hear individual complaints so the success can also be explained by the fact that it has the highest number of States parties allowing it to hear individual complaints. Furthermore, the ICCPR covers the most basic and commonly held rights such as the right to life and freedom of expression.

The HRCttee’s success could inspire the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR) which requested the competence to consider individual communications over 22 years ago. The ratification of the OP-ICESCR gives greater symmetry to the treaty system; this is important because it begins to reflect the progressive full realisation

48 Ibid. p.190, para.2
49 Minister for Immigration and Multicultural and Indigenous Affairs v B [2004] HCA 20, at paras 147-
155. Kirby J.
50 See n.12
51 See n.47
53 See n.45
of rights which underpins the ICESCR's existence.\(^{57}\) Furthermore, this development complies with the equality of rights doctrine which is central to the ideal of human dignity.\(^{58}\) Preventing communications for alleged violations of certain rights does not reflect the universality, indivisibility, interdependence, interrelation or equality of rights so the OP-ICESCR is a monumental development in international human rights.\(^{59}\) This change implies that all generations of rights will be able to receive some protection under the treaty system.

Conclusion

In summary, the introduction of the individual communications procedure itself is a key development for the treaty system's ability to encourage stronger implementation of the human rights treaties but it does not escape the system's political nature. The HRCttee's success has not been, and most probably will not be repeated by any other committee. The overdue ratification of the OP-ICESCR will not be useful if the mechanism lacks an effective model to replicate so more attention must be given specifically to the individual complaints procedures. The status of treaty bodies and the communication procedures must be clarified because confusion over the judicialisation or quasi-judicialisation of Committees may prevent effective implementation of human rights. Nonetheless, the complaints procedure has had important developments which help to encourage State implementation of the UN human rights treaties. The next question to be answered is whether these achievements outweigh the problems caused by the nature of the treaty system.

3. Current Problems

Overview

The main problems of the individual communications are present throughout the complaints process. They include inadequate accessibility, lack of coherence and cohesion, and ineffective remedies. Inadequate accessibility problems include inadmissibility rates, caseload backlogs, and unsatisfactory interaction. The lack of coherence and cohesion are mainly exhibited in the compartmentalised design of the treaty system. Ineffective remedies relate to the implementation of final views, as well as the need for non-repetition measures and clearer follow-up procedures.

Inadequate accessibility

A. Inadmissibility

The inadmissibility rate remains relatively high at 34% because the admissibility criteria are unclear so victims lack awareness and understanding of the complaints procedures.\(^{60}\) Although 34% is not as high as the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) inadmissibility rate,\(^{61}\) in each of the past few consecutive years, the ECtHR has been able to deliver over a thousand judgements notwithstanding its increasing inadmissibility rate.\(^{62}\) Therefore, the effect of inadmissibility is more visible with the Committees' low number of

---

57 Ibid. p.1, para.6
59 Ibid.
61 Registry of the European Court of Human Rights, 'European Court of Human Rights: Annual Report 2012' (Strasbourg, 2013), p.6 Table 1 (3): 70%
62 Ibid, p.9, figure 6
complaints.\textsuperscript{63} If such inadmissibility rates continued, the effectiveness of the treaty-based complaints system will be depleted significantly because Committees already lack the power to enforce their decisions and impose penalties, unlike the ECtHR.\textsuperscript{64}

A webpage has been proposed to publicise all the relevant information and create a treaty system database which should increase the visibility of the procedure and, thus, decrease inadmissibility rates as the public's understanding of the procedure improves.\textsuperscript{65} To further improve the understanding of the procedure, this proposal requires some synchronisation of Committee jurisprudence which has been somewhat non-existent because it goes against treaty bodies' compartmentalised design.\textsuperscript{66} To that extent, the database is impractical, and more specific change is required to address high inadmissibility rates. Committees should utilise all opportunities in their jurisprudence to clarify the interpretation of admissibility criteria.\textsuperscript{67} Otherwise, inadmissibility rates will remain at detrimental levels and would increase as the number of States parties rises.\textsuperscript{68}

\textbf{B. Caseload}

Under-resourcing is a key contributing factor to a severe backlog of cases.\textsuperscript{69} On average, complainants wait 45 months before their communications are considered which limits efficiency and restricts the availability of the complaints procedure.\textsuperscript{70} Adjacently, whilst the HRCttee and CAT suffer from such backlogs of cases, other treaty bodies including the CERD and CEDAW are unable to utilise the procedure.\textsuperscript{71} Ideally, all the main treaty bodies should be able to handle the same number of complaints but this is not the case. The HRCttee meets three times a year for three weeks which is more than any other Committee and it has eighteen experts which is second only to the CEDAW. However, the CEDAW meets only once a year for two weeks, and the CAT has only 10 members and meets for two four week sessions.\textsuperscript{72} Therefore, it is unrealistic to expect these less developed treaty bodies to handle the same amount of complaints as the HRCttee because they are restricted by low ratification figures, less broad rights, younger communication procedures, and they either have less time to meet or substantially less personnel.\textsuperscript{73}

Nonetheless, States parties should work harder to increase awareness of the mechanism's increasing availability. Failure to do so will result in persistent underutilisation of the procedure before treaties other than the HRCttee, and could cause a continual void of protection for the rights governed by those less established mechanisms.\textsuperscript{74}

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{tabular}{ll}
\textsuperscript{63} See n.46 & \textsuperscript{64} Public Relations Unit, 'The ECHR in 50 questions' (July, 2012) pp.9-10 \\
\textsuperscript{65} Pillay, N., 'Strengthening the United Nations Human Rights Treaty Body System' (June 2012) UNHCHR Report, p.71, para.1 (4.33.) & \textsuperscript{66} See n.10 \\
\textsuperscript{67} See n.60 & \textsuperscript{68} Johnstone, R. L., 'Cynical Savings or Reasonable Reform? Reflections on a Single Unified UN Human Rights Treaty Body' (OUP, 2007) HRLR 7:1, p.179, para.2 \\
\textsuperscript{69} Kjaerum, A., 'The Treaty Body Complaint System' (October, 2010) Hum Rts. Q., p.1, para.2 & \textsuperscript{70} Ibid. para.4 \\
\textsuperscript{71} See n.55 & \textsuperscript{72} Human rights bodies <http://www.ohchr.org/en/hrbodies/Pages/HumanRightsBodies.aspx> accessed 1\textsuperscript{st} April 2013 \\
\end{tabular}
\end{footnotesize}
the procedure before treaty bodies which are not provided with the capacity to hear a substantial amount of complaints renders the procedure ineffective. Such availability should be regarded as superficial attempts by States parties to appear concerned about improving domestic implementation of international human rights. It reflects a lack of political will to promote certain rights due to the nature of increased positive obligations which they impose upon States. Consequently, though States parties agree to recognise treaty body competence to hear individual petitions under such treaties, in practice, complete state cooperation may not be forthcoming without fully fledged judicial enforcement at the domestic level which is beyond the capacity of the treaty bodies.

C. Interaction
The Committee and State

The relationship between the Committee and the State, specifically regarding the individual communications procedure, is not conducive for effective implementation and enforcement of the UN human rights treaties. Committees operate as administrative entities because they have no enforcement powers to impose sanctions, fines or award damages. As administrative bodies they are responsible for the implementation of their respective human rights treaty but they lack the required capacity which ultimately rests with the State parties. The classification of Committees as quasi-judicial bodies conflicts with the theoretical universal standard of implementation according to which they have no decision-making powers. In practice however, their views are acquiring quasi-judicial status as they gain persuasive authority in some domestic courts so they begin to look similar to judgements. Evidently, although the Committees are responsible for implementation of the human rights treaties, both implementation and enforcement of those rights depends on the will of the States parties.

Inevitably, however, the legal capacity and political will to engage in full cooperation with treaty bodies varies between States which impedes 'universal respect' for human rights provided in the UN treaties. The dependence on political will prevents effective implementation and enforcement, and this Committee-State relationship limits the victim's involvement in the process. This could have a detrimental effect on the complete

---

76 Ibid.
79 See n.41
81 See n.43
reparation for harm caused by the violation of a right contained in the respective treaty. Therefore, the Committee-State relationship must be more victim-focused.

The Committee, State and victim

Inequality of arms between the State and the victim contributes to the inadequacy of accessibility to the complaint procedures. It is argued that the procedures have communication and cost barriers. Legal representation is not necessary but it usually enhances the quality of complaints, although legal aid is not provided. In practice, almost all applicants are usually afforded representation through an NGO, but the other complainants without legal representation usually lack knowledge of the legal language capable of forming a successful communication. Therefore, the void of legal representation can create a communication barrier because the communications of complainants without access to a lawyer are less likely to reach the merits stage. The lack of legal aid can also form a cost barrier as access for an effective legal remedy would be more available to those who can afford legal representation. Subsequently, more should be done to address these barriers in such a way that will increase the treaty system's capacity to address as many human rights violations as possible.

The inequality of arms is aggravated by the predominantly written rather than oral form of procedures because the State enjoys superior financial resources and access to information especially within the written procedures. The immediacy of oral hearings gives the Committee and the victim a greater chance to inform each other directly, which provides the Committee with more information to determine effectively whether violations have occurred. Subsequently, oral hearings are the more effective tool to improve the victim's accessibility to the procedure and balance out the inequality of arms between victims and the State.

Civil society participation

It is submitted that the introduction of public oral hearings could pose an additional advantage because they increase civil society's accessibility to treaty bodies, and enhance the procedure's transparency and visibility. In addition to the independent restorative effect that an oral hearing can have by granting victims a judicial audience, public oral hearings make the States parties accountable to the international civil society as a whole which also helps to balance out the inequality of arms. This could prove to be a very

85 Ibid.
86 Ibid. p.197
87 Ibid. p.197
88 Ibid. p. 202
89 Ibid. p.201
92 Ibid.
93 Ibid. p. 205, para.3
94 Ibid. p.207, para.1
95 Ibid. para.2
96 Ibid. p.208, para.1
97 Ibid. p.207-8, para.3; HRCttee, General Comment No. 13, op. Cit., para. 6
powerful encouragement for complainants who may otherwise feel intimidated.  

**Lack of coherence**

Much debate surrounds the current system’s lack of cohesion but the lack of coherence is a major problem also. The treaty bodies should be more coherent so that the Committees can benefit from each other in order to improve the implementation and enforcement of their respective human rights treaties, and draw closer to universal respect for human rights. However, it is submitted that single treaty body proposals for greater cohesion can be problematic because the treaty system’s design is inherently compartmentalised: the treaty bodies are autonomous and merely connected by location and value-oriented goals. Major reform proposals have called for a great deal of deliberation which has failed to produce any relevant development to date.

Inconsistency and legal uncertainty are created by the Committees’ incoherence and lack of cohesion which are exhibited in the lack of procedural rules or common guidelines for the communications procedures. This threatens the effective implementation and enforcement of human rights treaties because differences in what constitutes good practice will determine the extent to which each Committee will protect the rights guaranteed under its respective treaty. Such discretion may be in place to allow flexibility to cover unprecedented violations but the inconsistency conflicts with the universality, interdependence and indivisibility of rights. The treaty bodies must be held accountable to a certain standard in order to ensure that they perform their own duties effectively as governing bodies of the UN human rights treaties, and as monitors for their implementation by States parties.

The introduction of the individual communication procedure to the CESCR is a significant development because it brings symmetry to international human rights law. However, not all states which have ratified the first protocol to the ICCPR have ratified the OP-ICESCR, so States continue to imply by conduct that there are different generations of rights which deserve different levels of protection. Therefore, the development fails to address completely the indivisibility and interdependence of rights. Furthermore, the formal introduction of the friendly settlement procedure to the individual communications procedure demonstrates the inconsistency between treaty bodies because this procedure is available before no other treaty body. In cases where this procedure is utilised before

---

98 Ibid.
102 See n.99
other treaty bodies, it may cause uncertainty as to how best to use an unfamiliar mechanism to bring about an effective remedy.\textsuperscript{106}

\textbf{Ineffective remedies}

With regard to the effectiveness of remedies, on the one hand is the incapacity of Committees to provide effective remedies in practice. On the other hand, is the capacity and political will of States parties.\textsuperscript{107} Effective remedies include interpretation of rights in Committee final views, follow-up measures, non-repetition measures and reparations.\textsuperscript{108}

\textbf{A. The role of Treaty bodies}

It is difficult for Committees to institute completely effective reparation measures in their final views because they lack the authority to do so. Consequently, the communication procedures fail to uphold the legal principles of certainty and clarity which have a significant impact on the establishment of a clear follow-up process.\textsuperscript{109} Guidelines provided in final views are often insufficient to ensure implementation even where the State is willing though general recommendations could be used to provide uniformity of interpretation and, therefore, increase the possibility of domestic implementation.\textsuperscript{110} The poor quality of decisions shows that Committees are restricted to their mandate to monitor implementation and lack the capacity to enforce human rights themselves.

In relation to non-repetition measures, for example, the inter-American Court of Human Rights ordered that all necessary legislative and administrative measures be taken to ensure that a person sentenced to death can ask for penalty commutation.\textsuperscript{111} On the same issue, the HRCttee was inherently restricted to a generic decision because it had no treaty-based power to give such an order.\textsuperscript{112} This demonstrates the lack of actual authority vested in treaty bodies and their intended role as mere monitoring bodies rather than enforcement bodies.

Although some committees have adopted follow-up procedural rules, none have established written comprehensive procedural guidelines.\textsuperscript{113} Treaty bodies have also placed time limits on the submission of information on steps taken by States parties to comply with Committees' Views.\textsuperscript{114} The time limits vary between treaty bodies which may

\begin{flushright}
\textit{Elements for a reform Agenda from an NGO Perspective}, p.220, para.1
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
106 \textit{Ibid. para.2}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
107 \textit{Ibid. p.3, para.2}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
108 \textit{Human Rights Committee, General Comment 31, 29 March 2004, para.16}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
110 \textit{Ibid. p.211, para.3}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
111 \textit{Ibid. p.216, para.3; IACHR, Hilaire Constantine and Benjamin et al. v. Trinidad and Tobago, June 21 2002, para. 212}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
113 \textit{Ibid. p.224, para. 2; HRI/ICM/2011/3-HRI/MC/2011/2}
\end{flushright}

\begin{flushright}
\end{flushright}
cause inconsistency in implementation of the human rights treaties but it reflects an attempt to hold States parties accountable for implementation of final views.

Attempts to legitimise Committee decisions have been made also such as interim follow up reports and the establishment of “Rapporteurs”, with various functions.\(^{115}\) These attempts highlight the benefit of the treaty system’s supervisory nature by following through to the follow-up stage. Nonetheless, continuous supervision may be rendered inadequate because it is accompanied by a lack of action, and insufficient involvement of the victim and civil society at the follow-up stage.\(^{116}\) Additionally, the follow-up procedures are inadequate because it is difficult to identify the indicators used to assess actual levels of state compliance.\(^{117}\) This causes more uncertainty which challenges the credibility of the follow-up procedures and limits the successful implementation of Committee views as it is unclear what is required to satisfy them. Furthermore, the uncertainty obstructs full participation by civil society who could assist treaty bodies in holding States parties accountable.\(^{118}\) Committees could use periodic reports more actively to follow-up on State compliance by highlighting specific problem areas or requesting evidence of compliance.\(^{119}\) Additionally, greater utilisation of oral hearings and public meetings would encourage the participation of the victim and civil society in holding the State accountable for implementation of the final views.\(^{120}\)

**B. The role of States parties**

1) State capacity

The geographic void of human rights mechanisms also weakens human rights enforcement and implementation by having the potential to hinder final views from being implemented uniformly and universally because the resources available to States in different regions vary.\(^{121}\) The Americas and Europe have developed their own human rights systems whilst the African system is still very young.\(^{122}\) This demonstrates how treaty body decisions can comprise measures that States have no way of implementing. Many States lack adequate expertise and knowledge domestically which is compounded by a lack of assistance from other stakeholders because final views often lack clear and concrete orders which would help them hold States parties accountable.\(^{123}\)

\(^{115}\) Ibid.

\(^{116}\) Ibid. p.228, para.2


\(^{118}\) Ibid. p.228, para.2

\(^{119}\) Ibid. p.229, para.1

\(^{120}\) Ibid.


II) Political will

Treaty bodies are intended to monitor State implementation of their respective human rights obligations. Particularly regarding the communications procedures, States parties must agree to allow individual petitions.\(^{124}\) This points to the fact that the ability of the Committees to perform their functions is dependent on political will which fails to sufficiently consider the interest of the affected individual.\(^{125}\) Subsequently, the Committees' influence on the form of domestic implementation is limited also by the dependence on political will.\(^{126}\) It is suggested that Committees should request implementation roadmaps to demonstrate a strong probability of State compliance with final views.\(^{127}\) This would also improve the follow-up procedures by exposing the State's performance to civil society scrutiny and will, therefore, encourage greater political will to implement final views.\(^{128}\)

Conclusion

Summarily, the challenges of the individual communication procedures evidently outweigh the achievements but inadequate accessibility and ineffective remedies should be observed more closely. The next question is whether the key developments proposed by the Draft Statute for the World Court of Human Rights could solve the problems of the current system.

4. The Consolidated Draft: The Replacement

Introduction

The Consolidated Draft Statute (the Consolidated Draft or Draft Statute) establishing a World Court of Human Rights (the Court or WCHR) is a collaborated effort based on two earlier drafts by Martin Scheinin (MS), and Manfred Nowak and Julia Kozma (NK).\(^{129}\) Both independent research projects were commissioned as part of a Swiss initiative to celebrate the 60\(^{\text{th}}\) anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Key compromises were necessary to agree on the contents of the Consolidated Draft and they include the obligation for states to establish national human rights courts.\(^{130}\) The preamble states that the Court is intended to plug the domestic implementation gap and the authors highlight Article 7 (3) of the Consolidated Draft as central to the Court's jurisdiction.\(^{131}\) The provision stipulates that individual complaints to the Court would replace the treaty system's individual communications procedures for a ratifying State party to a UN human rights treaty.\(^{132}\)
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Overview
Article 6 provides the general principles: State responsibility and international human rights law form the basis for the Court's interpretative approach in respect of complaints against States as well as entities. Other principles include the “universality, interdependence, and indivisibility of all human rights”, general international law, general principles of law and international and regional jurisprudence. The complementarity principle also appears in the preamble.

The WCHR procedure has three main stages: entry into force, application of the Court's jurisdiction (subject matter jurisdiction) and jurisdiction over persons, and the Court's process and remedies.

A. Entry into force
According to articles 49 and 50, the Draft Statute requires 30 State ratifications to enter into force. The Court shall have a close relationship with the UN through adoption of the Draft Statute by the UN General Assembly or a special agreement similar to Article 2 of the International Criminal Court Statute if adopted by a Conference of States. The States parties must make all reservations at the time of ratification or accession. At any time it can withdraw its reservations and declare that it recognises the Court's jurisdiction over other UN human rights treaties not listed in Article 5 (1).

At any time, an entity may declare that it accepts the Court's jurisdiction under Article 7. At the time of the declaration, the entity may specify which treaty provisions shall be subject to the Court's jurisdiction. In relation to post-commencement observer entities and States parties, the Court shall exercise jurisdiction only in respect of violations that occurred or continued after the accession or acceptance took place.

B. Jurisdiction
Once a complaint is brought against a State party or observer entity, the Court then applies its jurisdiction.

Ratione materiae: Subject to any permissible reservations under Article 11, complaints must be based on a violation of a human rights treaty listed in article 5 (1). By a two-thirds majority in the Assembly of States parties, any additional treaty proposed by a State
party may be added to the list. The complaint must have exhausted domestic remedies subject to availability, effectiveness and due process. An entity may also identify its internal remedies at the time of its declaration. The Court shall not deal with any complaint which is anonymous or manifestly ill-founded, constitutes an abuse of the right to an individual complaint, is incompatible with the provisions of the invoked human rights treaty or substantively identical to one already examined by the WCHR, international procedure or regional court.

_Ratione personae_: The Court may consider complaints against States as well as entities for a violation of an Article 5 (1) human rights treaty. Entities include any intergovernmental organisation, business corporation or other non-State actor under Article 4. The individual making a complaint must be the victim of a violation by a State party or observer entity. The individual may be a person, non-governmental organisation or group of individuals claiming to be the victim of the violation. Ratification of the Draft Statute by a State party to a human rights treaty under the Court's jurisdiction (including those governed by treaty bodies) constitutes suspension of its treaty body complaints procedure. Additionally, the UN Secretary-General and UN High Commissioner for Human Rights (UNHCHR) may consult the Court for advisory opinions on the interpretation of the Article 5 (1) treaties. Any UN Member-State may request and receive advisory opinions on the compatibility of its domestic law with the human rights treaties.

**C. Process and Remedies**

The WCHR is an independent and permanent institution whose judgements are final and binding under international law for all complaints in accordance with the Draft Statute. All respondent parties including States parties are bound by the Court's judgement, in a case to which they are party, to give the victim adequate reparation for the harm suffered, generally within a three month period from the delivery of the judgement. States parties agree to directly enforce WCHR judgements, and compliance is supervised by the UNHCHR who may take necessary measures to enforce the judgement.

In order to gather relevant evidence and information sufficient to support a decision on an admissible individual complaint, the Court may carry out an investigation or fact finding mission with complete State and entity cooperation. Generally, hearings shall be public and the Plenary Court shall always hold hearings before delivering the judgement but Chambers are free to decide whether or not to hold a hearing. The Court has the power to summon witnesses other than the applicant and respondent party. Witnesses include experts if necessary, and both witnesses and victims will receive appropriate protection.
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under a Victims and Witnesses Unit which is supplemented by binding interim measures of protection for the victims.\footnote{161} Additionally, documents published with the Registrar shall be publicly accessible unless otherwise decided by the President.\footnote{162}

All Court judgements shall be pronounced orally and shall be published in all the Court’s official languages: Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish;\footnote{163} these are the official languages of the UN and, therefore, similar to those of the HRCttee.\footnote{164} However, the Consolidated Draft takes a “fairly radical departure from present UN practice”.\footnote{165} The drafters aim to increase efficiency by restricting translation into all official languages to the important official documents and leading judgements of a Chamber as well as all judgements of the Plenary Court.\footnote{166} However, if many cases reach the Plenary Court then this measure would not be sufficient to improve efficiency and decrease translation costs. Nonetheless, the potential of domestic implementation is increased by allowing the Plenary Court to decide which of the official languages will be used as the working language or languages, and by allowing the Court to hold hearings in any other language which is requested by a party to the case.\footnote{167} All Court judgements must be in written form and where a violation is found the Court must demand or, by virtue of its office, order the respondent party to afford the victim adequate reparation for the harm suffered.\footnote{168} The list of available remedies is non-exhaustive and under article 15 it includes the possibility of a friendly settlement for individual complaints brought before the Court.\footnote{169}

The solutions proposed within the Draft Statute will be assessed in light of their ability to address the current problems highlighted in the previous chapter: accessibility; coherence; and remedies. The two most notable developments are, on the one hand, the replacement of the UN treaty system individual communications procedures with the WCHR procedure under Article 7 of the Consolidated Draft. On the other hand, making entities accountable under international law for violations of UN human rights treaties also has a significant impact on human rights implementation and enforcement. Both of these developments touch on accessibility related solutions which cover a vast amount of the following WCHR discussion.

**WCHR Solutions**

I. **Accessibility**

Victims

It is asserted that the individual complaints procedure under the Draft Statute is more victim-oriented than the treaty system’s procedures and its key features appear to address most of the problems associated with the current system. The omission of inter-State complaints contributes to the depoliticisation of the mechanism and demonstrates that the new procedure’s main aim and central purpose is to protect the rights of the individual. As Trechsel observes, restricting the World Court to inter-state complaints would undermine
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the creation of the World Court itself, and the Consolidated Statute takes this further by abandoning inter-State complaints completely.\textsuperscript{170}

The WCHR is more capable of catering to the most vulnerable victims than the current system because it provides protection as well as assistance to Victims.\textsuperscript{171} This is evidenced by the provision of public oral hearings,\textsuperscript{172} a victims and witnesses unit,\textsuperscript{173} binding immediate effect interim measures of protection,\textsuperscript{174} and a Trust Fund to improve domestic protection and support victims and their families.\textsuperscript{175} Additionally, article 37 addresses the inequality caused by the lack of legal aid in the current system as WCHR applicants are entitled to legal representation and legal aid is made available for those without sufficient means, if the interest of justice so requires.\textsuperscript{176} These new features indicate that the WCHR procedure is more victim-focused than that of the current system.

**Entities**

The Consolidated Draft would improve the accessibility of the individual complaints mechanism by expanding the passive aspect of \textit{ratione personae} so that the WCHR can hear complaints against entities.\textsuperscript{177} This allows duty-bearers other than States to be held accountable for their violations of human rights which is a major void in the current UN system.\textsuperscript{178} This development could be advantageous because it shows an attempt to address some of the problems associated with the increasing contribution of non-State actors.\textsuperscript{179} Additionally, where an entity violates a UN human rights treaty, the victim may be able to bring a claim directly against the entity or against the respective State for failing to exercise due diligence or other forms of indirect responsibility.\textsuperscript{180} The Court will decide on a case by case basis whether the human right invoked can be applied to the respective non-State actor.\textsuperscript{181} This causes legal uncertainty because the list of non-State actors is non-exhaustive so the applicable law is difficult to predict and, thus, human rights protection is undermined.\textsuperscript{182} Considering the general cost and duration of litigation, this could discourage or limit the submission of individual complaints against entities because the chances of success and the applicable substantive law would be unclear.

Scheinin argues that the procedure is required to deal with groups, as well as States, who equally have the power to destruct or negate human rights.\textsuperscript{183} These groups include multinationals, international non-profit organised movements and autonomous
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communities. This list can be interpreted to include any duty-bearer who is willing to accept the Court's jurisdiction. According to the Draft Statute, the Court's jurisdiction must be accepted voluntarily though Global Compact members (mostly transnational corporations) will be explicitly encouraged to recognise the Court's jurisdiction under Article 51.

This *ratione personae* development may place excessive focus on transnational corporations though non-State actors as a whole have played substantial roles in current issues concerning human rights such as the Arab Spring and increased globalisation. Nowak claims that non-State actors would want to accept the Court's jurisdiction in order to uphold ethical standards (corporate social responsibility), enhance marketing, or protect their corporate identity and some entities may have a genuine interest in strengthening human rights. The drafters argue that it would provide observer business corporations, in particular, with a competitive advantage over their competitors who choose not to recognise the Court's jurisdiction. This shows that most of the arguments persuading entities to recognise the Court's jurisdiction are directed towards business corporations, which implies that there is an emphasis on ensuring that they, amongst all entities, are especially made accountable. Nonetheless, these reasons can also be applied to media enterprises and rebel groups *inter alia*; two types of non-State actors which have come under public scrutiny recently.

As Alston highlights, the roles have changed: other non-State actors including the UN itself are becoming the subject of alleged human rights violations similar to those brought against transnational corporations (TNCs). Therefore, the Draft Statute’s explicit reference to business corporations may not be as applicable to the current and upcoming problems as it is intended to be. Rather, Article 4 (1) should remain a non-exhaustive list whilst also highlighting other major offenders such as media enterprises and rebel groups in the wake of the Arab Spring and phone hacking scandal. The variety of these examples highlight the need for the Consolidated Draft to consider how the types of violations differ across the regions of the world, and the focus on business corporations should not detract from that. It is important that all duty-bearers have a genuine interest in strengthening human rights but, in practice, each State and entity's interest is determined by its own objectives which rarely comprise the protection of human rights. The number of ratifications for some of the human rights treaties conveys that even influential States
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maintain that it is neither their duty nor in their interest to protect certain human rights. Therefore, some of the reasons suggested by Nowak are not enough to persuade entities to recognise the Court's jurisdiction.

The Draft Statute grants observer-status to any entity which accepts the Court's jurisdiction, so entities have no voting powers. In comparison to the powers and status of the Assembly of States Parties, the entities are attributed a weaker role which is the drafters' intention: to hold accountable those entities with a comparable capacity to affect the enjoyment of human rights without giving them comparable status to states. This is necessary to maintain the world's legal and social orders but it is unlikely that entities would be equally willing to submit to such a World Court. This is due to the fact that the WCHR, governed by an Assembly of States parties with full and exclusive competence over budget and finance, election of judges and statutory amendments, would be empowered to judge on both States and entities.

**States**

It is important to consider what makes the Consolidated Statute so desirable to receive the required 30 State ratifications or adoption by the UN General Assembly. Complaints for violations are low within the UN treaty system and many procedures were traditionally restricted to inter-state complaints which have never been brought. Gradually, through the European System's influence, individual communication procedures under the current system have been formalised and accompanied by backlogs of cases. The Draft Statute has reasonably clear admissibility criteria which also draws influence from the European Convention. However, the extent to which the backlog of cases is addressed by a world human rights court is uncertain. The European Court of Human Rights (ECHR), for example, receives over 50,000 applications per year, each of which can take up to three years to be heard. Consolidating the current treaty system procedures as well as other human rights treaties previously not given an international stage into one judicial world procedure could cause unprecedented backlog. In practice, it is difficult to see how more cases will be settled domestically without an obligation on States to establish national human rights courts.

Part V of the Consolidated Draft regards obligations; its comparatively short length and repetitive language emphasises the demand for “full cooperation” with the Court. This term would allow the human rights treaties to permeate the domestic legal orders as
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States parties are required to enact special laws in order to ensure domestic implementation. Therefore, they must amend their domestic law to comply with the respective human rights treaties and implement all of the Court's judgements in cases to which they are parties. This part of the text aims to address the lack of capacity and political will but it cannot be avoided or denied that ultimately implementation of the human rights treaties is dependent on State acquiescence.

The WCHR is desirable because it would be an independent and permanent judicial body providing universal remedies for violations of human rights across the world but its heavy obligations will make States reluctant to ratify and financially contribute to such a development. The Draft Statute does provide for reservations but this power is exclusively curtailed according to the discretion of independent judges. In an extreme scenario, therefore, under Article 11 a State Party could be held liable for a violation of a UN human rights treaty over which it does not recognise the Court's jurisdiction. This ignores the reality that the power to implement international human rights rests ultimately with the State so the only other perceivable way to force a State to implement a human right would be to take force. The UN Security Council, a political body, may authorise the use of force to maintain or restore international peace and security or may resort to sanctions or expulsion as less drastic measures. The question then arises as to when failed domestic implementation should be considered a threat to international peace and security. Although that debate goes beyond the scope of this paper, it is worth bearing in mind because ultimately, it is the State's prerogative whether it chooses to follow the norms prescribed by an international organisation and any other approach to domestic implementation would bear grave political consequences.

General principles
Reluctant States may be encouraged by the presence of general international law principles, general law principles, and international and regional court jurisprudence as the Court's interpretative guides. As the most developed regional system, it is possible that the European system's margin of appreciation jurisprudence could influence the Court's interpretation of the UN human rights treaties. However, in theory such doctrine conflicts with the universality, interdependence and indivisibility of all human rights so it will be interesting to see how the Court applies all the general principles referred to in Article 6.

It is submitted that the ECHR and the ICC Statute (Rome Statute) are two main systems which influence the appearance and operation of the World Court. In light of this, the principle of complementarity in paragraph 10 of the ICC Statute's preamble is mirrored in
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paragraph 10 of the World Court Draft Statute’s preamble.\textsuperscript{216} In accordance with the application of the Rome Statute, the principle stipulates accessibility to the World Court would be limited as the national jurisdiction comes first before access to the World Court is available.\textsuperscript{217} However, complainants in areas with regional mechanisms would then have a choice between the ECtHR for example and a World Court which can hear complaints against entities.\textsuperscript{218} Therefore, the World Court is desirable in both regions with and without human rights systems because it would be a substantial attempt to fill geographic voids and supplement existing systems at international level.

II. Coherence
The Court is not a single unified treaty body so its changes relate more to coherence than to cohesion problems. If it was ‘practically reasonable’, then the WCHR procedure would be an ideal replacement because it streamlines all the procedures into one and would extend the procedure to the CRC which lacks this mechanism.\textsuperscript{219} Replacing the current procedures appears beneficial and simple because it does not require any amendment to the existing structure of the UN system and 30 ratifications are sufficient for the entry into force of such a significant development.\textsuperscript{220} The new procedure solves the potential problems regarding differences in admissibility criteria, procedure and remedies. In particular the delivery of judgements from one body simplifies the procedure and increases the possibility of State compliance. Furthermore, the WCHR procedure would replace the current procedures without obstructing the potential of other treaty system reform proposals.\textsuperscript{221}

However, this development could backfire because although one of its objectives would be to increase the efficiency of the communications procedure, the possible vast amounts of applications could be detrimental to the efficiency of the Court. A World Court with only 21 judges,\textsuperscript{222} one Plenary Court and 3 Chambers\textsuperscript{223} fails to present itself as one capable of handling the 50,000 complaints that the ECtHR receives each year.\textsuperscript{224} Dissimilar to the ECtHR, the World Court would have jurisdiction over multiple treaties and it would have jurisdiction to hear complaints against entities.\textsuperscript{225} The additional geographical reach of the World Court is incomparable to any present international or regional system; this could cause the Court’s caseload to reach ‘practically unreasonable’ amounts.\textsuperscript{226} The World Court’s inability to handle the overwhelming caseload could undermine the improvements it provides. Therefore, it is argued that the coherence within the treaty system complaints procedure would be improved but the proposed replacement is impractical due to the envisaged masses of caseload which would accompany a World Court addressing human rights violations worldwide.
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III. Remedies
The World Court's non-exhaustive list of remedies includes 'adequate reparation', a system of enforcement which draws influence from the regional systems such as the Inter-American Human Rights jurisprudence.\(^{227}\) Similarly, the WCHR's remedies comprise orders for the respondent parties to afford the victim adequate reparation.\(^{228}\) Therefore, to a certain extent the rendering of remedies is out of the Court's hands and it is still dependent on State acquiescence. Following the regional system's example, however, this has not limited the effectiveness of the individual communications in any substantial way.\(^{229}\) Rather, it demonstrates the significant degree of legal weight carried by the judgements of international human rights courts.\(^{230}\) Consequently, it is submitted that the Court's judgements would provide the ideal replacement for the ineffective remedies suggested in final views especially because it tackles problems specific to the current communications procedures.

The added legal weight is emphasised by the binding force and supervised execution of judgements.\(^{231}\) Final views are essentially judgements in practice but they lack the judicial nature which is crucial to effective enforcement of human rights obligations.\(^{232}\) The legal obligations imposed by the Draft Statute, particularly Part V, address the lack of legal capacity and political will. This is partly achieved by introducing the friendly settlement procedure\(^{233}\) to all treaty bodies and special laws (enabling legislation)\(^{234}\) to ensure greater implementation of their human rights obligations under the Draft Statute. This places higher demands on States and entities to ensure that they fulfil their human rights obligations as duty-bearers. However, such demands make State ratification and entity recognition less probable.

Supervision by the High Commissioner\(^{235}\) is desirable because it sets a limited time frame for compliance which demonstrates seriousness in the proposed complaints procedure.\(^{236}\) The High Commissioner's treaty-based power to take necessary measures where compliance is not forthcoming exemplifies the legal weight which would be added to treaty-based complaints by the replacement of the current system with the WCHR procedure.\(^{237}\) The procedure would become more credible and encourage States to be more proactive in implementing the human rights treaties.

Moreover, the power to give advisory opinions to the UN Secretary-General and UN Member States ensures that the Court's influence is not limited to States-parties and observer-entities.\(^{238}\) This grants the Court persuasive authority beyond its jurisdiction,
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which can be used to further guarantee universal respect for human rights and encourage appropriate implementation by non-party States.

The role of elected independent and sufficiently qualified judges is useful for the availability of effective remedies from the World Court and the introduction of high calibre legal expertise strengthens the credibility of the WCHR procedure.\textsuperscript{239} Replacing independent experts with legally qualified independent judges provides the procedure with the resources to skilfully draw on the international, regional and other relevant bodies of jurisprudence to ensure more effective enforcement of the human rights treaties.\textsuperscript{240}

Conclusion
There is room for more assessments of the Draft Statute's benefits and challenges. The WCHR would address most of the current system's problems and voids but could face unmanageable backlog of cases which highlights the impracticality of a World Court with an individual complaints procedure. The WCHR remedies are based on 'orders' which implies greater and more effective enforcement with a clear and stricter follow-up procedure. However, the Draft Statute places heavy obligations on States-parties and observer-entities so it is desirable for victims but not for the States and entities who are invited to ratify the Statute.

5. WCHR Problems

Overview
The following discussion will determine the Court's practicality and necessity by analysing the extent to which the Court fails to plug the domestic implementation gap. The main problems include the inherent detachment of the World Court from the most vulnerable victims, and the new problems regarding coherence.

Problems

Detachment
By definition, a World Court cannot be as accessible as a regional or national system.\textsuperscript{241} Modern communication technology is not available to complainants in all parts of the world and inter-continental travel is generally more expensive than intra-continental or domestic travel. Consequently, access to the Court will be restricted for those who do not qualify for legal aid, reside in countries with limited availability of communication technology, or lack NGO assistance.\textsuperscript{242}

Political concern with the expanding domestic role of international human rights has come at the cost of actual political will to bridge the domestic implementation gap. This contributes to Trechsel's claim that a World Court with an individual complaints procedure would be unreasonable in practice.\textsuperscript{243} The presence of national human rights courts could
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have filled the geographic void completely.\textsuperscript{244} Also, it could have addressed the distance between the World Court and victims facing communication or transport barriers. On the one hand, absence of national human rights courts could reduce the number of applications to the WCHR but, on the other hand, it could result in a failure to hold States and entities accountable for their non-compliance.\textsuperscript{245} It is difficult to address the lack of effective judicial and non-judicial national institutions and the implementation of international obligations without States agreeing to establish national human rights courts.\textsuperscript{246} The absence of this essential balance at the domestic level would result in impractical centralisation and a lack of human rights enforcement which decreases the need for this WCHR.

**Coherence**

The coherence problems are more subtle as they concern the impact of the WCHR on international human rights protection as a whole. Considering recent human rights developments and proposals, other international and regional bodies, and the continuance of treaty bodies, the WCHR should do more to clarify how all these bodies would work together and use each other's procedures to strengthen their own.\textsuperscript{247} Although, the WCHR proposal addresses the overlap between treaty procedures, it brings a new complication regarding its relationship with other international bodies and courts.\textsuperscript{248} It is argued that this complication undermines the legal certainty principle as it would confuse complainants who need to understand how the available mechanisms work in order to exercise their right to an effective remedy.

Another problem related to coherence is the Statute's failure to indicate how the World Court, when exercising its jurisdiction, can utilise the Committees' findings and \textit{vice versa}. This reflects a reluctance of the WCHR's drafters to build on the treaty system's successes and could weaken domestic implementation of the human rights treaties.\textsuperscript{249} Bodies of jurisprudence have already been developed by the treaty bodies, abandoning their work would disregard their existence and call into question the current implementation of final views and treaty body interpretations of rights which have been respected by States parties to the respective treaties.\textsuperscript{250} Therefore, where in the interest of justice, equal regard should be given to treaty body jurisprudence as is given to the guiding principles of the World Court,\textsuperscript{251} and WCHR jurisprudence should be available to guide treaty body consideration of State reports.\textsuperscript{252}

**Conclusion**

Overall, it is asserted that the solutions provided by the Draft Statute and its WCHR
individual complaints procedure go to great lengths to solve the failures and challenges of the UN treaty body individual complaints procedure. However, a World Court which fails to show an ability to be accessed by victims anywhere in the world cannot live up to its title and is therefore unnecessary if it causes more complication. On the other hand, no other international judicial body proposes to hold entities accountable; such a development would be extremely desirable but it is difficult to prove that this is the type of Court which entities would want to submit to. Additionally, a World Court aiming to enforce the UN human rights treaties should do more to utilise the success of the treaty bodies and build on that. The main problem with treaty bodies is the lack of enforcement and legitimacy because they are political bodies intended for monitory purposes. A World Court provides more legal weight to the enforcement of human rights but domestic implementation remains ultimately dependent on State acquiescence. The lack of a clear means of enforcement, where compliance is not forthcoming, also undermines the Court's legitimacy. Therefore, it is argued that the World Court established by the Draft Statue is desirable but lacks the essential necessity and practicality to attract ratification by States and recognition by entities.

6. Final Remarks

Change is necessary for the individual communications procedure to become more effective and useful because it is clear that its challenges and failures outweigh its achievements. Although the communications mechanism has made important developments which help to ensure State implementation of the rights contained in the UN treaties, enforcement must improve and address pressing challenges. Pressing challenges include the increasing influence of all non-State actors, the lack of judicial authority in politically influenced treaty bodies, and the dependence on State capacity and political will for effective domestic implementation. Furthermore, accessibility and the right to an effective remedy must be reinforced in order for individuals to enjoy the rights contained in the UN human rights treaties.

More discussion is required for adequate assessment of the solutions and challenges presented by the Draft Statute which appears to be too optimistic about the Court's authority to attract State-ratification and entity-recognition. Additionally, it is difficult to see how the WCHR would handle its caseload but if the ECtHR is anything to go by, then it is possible that it could improve human rights enforcement through its orders for remedies. Although its faults are few, they are too significant to ignore. It fails to show how it can substantially improve geographic accessibility and should demonstrate a greater intent to build on the success of the treaty bodies rather than ignore it. Therefore, as desirable as the WCHR may be, it narrowly fails to present itself as a suitable replacement for the current system.
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Annex 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Committees</th>
<th>Constitutive Treaties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Human Rights Committee (HRCttee):</strong></td>
<td><strong>International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR):</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent experts</td>
<td>ICCPR Article 41 allows Committee to consider Inter-state complaints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>States must submit regular ICCPR implementation reports: 1 year after accession and then at Committee's request or every four years. Committee gives concluding observations following implementation report.</td>
<td>ICCPR First Optional Protocol: Committee has competence to examine individual complaints against States-parties to the Protocol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convenes in Geneva/New York three times per year.</td>
<td>Second optional Protocol: Committee's competence is extended to ensuring that States-parties to this Protocol uphold the abolition of the death penalty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods of work/General comments on thematic issues: publishes its interpretation of the content of human rights provisions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESCR)</strong></th>
<th><strong>International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR) (1966) and</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
- Independent experts body: meets in Geneva and holds two sessions per year
- est. by ECOSOC resolution 1985/17 to carry out the monitory functions of ECOSOC (Part IV) States must submit regular ICESCR implementation reports: 2 years after accession and every five years thereafter. Committee gives concluding observations.
- General Comment: publishes its interpretation of the content of human rights provisions.

| Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD) | International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (ICERD) |
| Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) | Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) |
| Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC) | Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) |
| Committee on Migrant Workers (CMW) | International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of all Migrant Workers and Members of their Families (ICMW) |
| Committee against Torture (CAT) | Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment (CAT) (1984) |
| Subcommittee on Prevention of Torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment (SPT) | Optional Protocol of the Convention against Torture (OPCAT) (2002) |

Annex 2

<p>| Treaty | Individual petition |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treaty</th>
<th>Compliance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Convention for the Elimination of all forms of Racial Discrimination</td>
<td>Yes, Article 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights</td>
<td>Yes, optional protocol (OP-ICESCR entered into force on the 5th May 2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights</td>
<td>Yes, first protocol (entered into force 1976)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women</td>
<td>Yes, optional protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention against Torture</td>
<td>Yes, Article 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UN Convention on the Rights of the Child</td>
<td>No: OP3-CRC awaiting 6 more ratifications to enter into force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of all Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families</td>
<td>Yes, Art 77</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Annex 3**

### Frequency of periodic reports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Treaty</th>
<th>Frequency of periodic reports</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention on Enforced Disappearances</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optional Protocol of the Convention against Torture (OPCAT)</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Covenant on Civil Political Rights</td>
<td>Not specified, but generally every 5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination</td>
<td>Every 2 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women</td>
<td>Every 4 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment (1984)</td>
<td>Every 5 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities</td>
<td>UN Convention on the Rights of the Child</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Workers and Members of Their Families.

ii Ibid.197
iii Ibid. p.189